Phase-transition induced elastic softening and band gap transition in semiconducting PbS at high pressure.
We have investigated the crystal structure and phase stability, elastic incompressibility, and electronic properties of PbS based on high-pressure neutron diffraction, in-situ electrical resistance measurements, and first-principles calculations. The refinements show that the orthorhombic phase is structurally isotypic with indium iodide (InI) adopting a Cmcm structure (B33). The cubic-to-orthorhombic transition occurs at ∼2.1(1) GPa with a 3.8% volume collapse and a positive Clausius-Clapeyron slope. Phase-transition induced elastic softening is also observed, which is presumably attributed to the enhanced metallic bonding in the B33 phase. On the basis of band structure simulations, the cubic and orthorhombic phases are typical of direct and indirect semiconductors with band gaps of 0.47(1) and 1.04(1) eV, respectively, which supports electrical resistivity measurements of an abrupt jump at the structural transition. On the basis of the resolved structure for B33, the phase transition paths for B1→B33→B2 involve translation of a trigonal prism in B1 and motion of the next-nearest neighbor Pb atom into {SPb7} coordination and subsequent lattice distortion in the B33 phase.